GLOBAL PRIVILEGED ACCESS
MANAGEMENT INNOVATORS

The Osirium PxM Express solution gives you the opportunity to experience the full functionality of the PxM
Platform, free of charge for up to 25 servers or devices, forever. Should you require an upgrade further down
the line, you can keep the 25 server or device license and only pay for the increase. Setup is quick and
straightforward, allowing you to improve your security posture, meet compliance mandates and separate people
from passwords today, free of charge.

Separate People from
Passwords

Delegate the Task,
Not the Privilege

Implement the Least
Privileged Model

Ensure privileged credentials never
enter the user’s workstation.

Run automated tasks without
granting insecure direct access
to privileged accounts for up to
25 servers or devices.

Eliminate the risk caused by
overprivileged accounts.

Solve the shared account
problem.
Control & accountability of
third-party access.
MSP/MSSP ready.
Built for scalability, cooperation
and ease*.

Drive over 90% time savings.
Eliminate human error.
Reduce the number of
Privileged Accounts.
Increase security and efficiency.

Reduce the risk of exposure
to abuse or error by limiting
administrator permissions with
complete granular access
control.
Delegate access to systems
without having to worry about
the risks associated with
overprivilege.

Identity In,
Role Out

Part of an
Ecosystem

Effortlessly Meet
Compliance Needs

Prevent attacks on Privileged
Accounts by arriving as an identity
and leaving as a role.

Seamlessly integrate PxM Express
with Sailpoint®, Tenable® Nessus
and a host of other platforms.

Close the loop between audit and
action. PxM Express records all
privileged session activity.

Use profiles to map a user’s
identity to their correct role
on any system, device or
application.
Osirium proxies the connection
- credentials never enter the
user’s workstation.
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Safely deploy privileged
credentials to vulnerability
scanners without risk
On-board privileged users and
enforce policies defined by
IAMs.
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Demonstrate end-to-end GDPR
compliance
Track who did what, where,
when and how with session
recording and full audit trail
ISO-27001, PCI, MAS/ TRM,
NIST-800-53 compliant.

PxM Express By Osirium - Overview

Secure your Infrastructure with the world’s fastest
deploying Privileged Access Management Solution
Every IT estate is managed by privileged users – i.e. users granted elevated access rights to core network servers and
devices. As a result, these privileged accounts have consistently proven to be the most popular way in for malicious attacks.
Protecting yourself against these threats is vital. Getting privileged accounts under control without disrupting regular
workflow and genuinely managing password lifecycles is a challenge, but one we can help with. Get started with PxM
Express and address both your security and compliance requirements.

Osirium are offering the Express Edition, a 25-server or device bundle,
meaning you can manage the Privileged Accounts of up to 25 devices for free.
Our PxM Express solution addresses both security and compliance requirements by defining who gets access to what
and when, giving you access to the full functionality of our flagship product, the PxM Platform. There’s no need to make
any changes to your existing estate and additional devices can be easily added, if or when you need to upgrade.
Try the Osirium PxM Express solution today to improve your security posture.*

what’s included with PxM Express?
Features & modules included
PAM module (Award-winning, time-windowed PAM solution)
PTM module (Automate privileged tasks to any device)
Protect and monitor service accounts accross your IT estate
PSM module (Session recording, full keystroke capture)
PBM module (Pre-emptively visualise insider threats)
MAP Server (Legacy application support and monitoring)
Change ticket support (Fully meet compliance mandates)
3rd party integrations (Sailpoint®, ServiceNow®, Tenable Nessus®)
Protect and monitor >25 servers or devices on your network

*Terms and Conditions apply. Please see osirium.com/products/pxm-express for more information.

Infrastructure & System Requirements (PxM Express)
Virtualisation:
Osirium appliance allocations:

VMware 5 through 6, Xen, Hyper-V, Azure, AWS.
IP Address, 40GB storage, 2 x CPU cores, 8GB RAM.

Desktop Client Requirements:

Microsoft Windows & Microsoft .NET Framework v4.5.2 / macOS 10.9 or later

Minimum Browser & Plugins:

Internet Explorer 10 / Chrome 50
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